Program Guide ~ Minor in Applied Geographic Knowledge and Skills
Department of Geography, Planning, & Sustainability

Total Credits: 18 s.h.

1. Students must take the following required courses (9 s.h.)
   - GEOG 16.241 “Geography of New Jersey” (3 s.h.)
   - GEOG 16.304 “Population Geography” (3 s.h.)
   - GEOG 16.355 “Foundations in Geographic Knowledge” (3 s.h.)

2. In consultation with the academic advisor, Mr. Harold Thompson (thompsonh@rowan.edu) a student will:
   - Choose one course (3 s.h.) from Regional Geography Bank (pg. 375 of the Catalog):
     - Course #1: ________________________________
   - Choose any two additional geography courses (6 s.h.):
     - Course #1: ________________________________
     - Course #2: ________________________________

Note: For dual majors on track for teacher certification, the Applied Geographic Knowledge and Skills minor will layer on top of the base geography BA program requirements fulfilling the 18 s.h. of program elective credits. Coordinate education majors are allowed to use their student teaching experience to fulfill the GEOG16.390 requirement for geography.

For additional information regarding this minor, or for assistance selecting courses, please contact Mr. Harold Thompson, the program advisor (thompsonh@rowan.edu).